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It's defined as an eager desire to travel, but really,
I think it's a little more complicated than that. Sure, a lot of peo¬
ple like to travel, but wanderlust encompasses so much more.
It tells of that itch to go somewhere, anywhere, just for the thrill of
it , Sometimes you go for the destination, sometimes you go just
for the journey, but either way you're happy to be moving.
Wanderlust might be why some of us are here at
UPS in the first place. We needed to move away from home
and be a part of something new. It may explain why when we
graduate some of us won't stay here, and won't go home, but
instead will go to a new city or maybe even continent. It prob¬
ably accounts for a lot of what we do between when we first ar¬
rive here and when we graduate whether it's taking long, wind ¬
ing backpacking trips, exploring the Northwest, studying abroad,
or just getting in the car over Spring Break and going without a
plan . I think all of us feel a little wanderlust now and again. The
point though, it so enjoy it, and see where it takes you.. .
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Alyssa McTigue and Grace
Oppenheimer worked as
Passages leaders, meeting
and greeting the class of
2011
H.
Elliot Trotter and Leah Vendl
announced the CrosscurrentsI
Revolution outside the SUB.
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fter four years of hard work, fun, and random adventures,
seniors have learned a thing or two about themselves and what
it means to be a college student. We asked a few seniors to
share their best memories and provide some words of wisdom
to the younger folks who still have a few years to go.
What was your favorite class of all time?
Adelphians. Getting to see 50 of the most amazing and wonderful people
every day at eleven for four years. Nothing gets better than that.
Who was your favorite professor of all time?
Karla Eperson. She may be slightly crazy, but she is wonderful woman who
has opened my eyes to the wonders of elementary music.
Any last words of wisdom?
I think I want to quote a wonderful man who shall remain nameless " I think
the only rational thing to believe in is oneself, for we can remain constant
no matter how radically or unfortunately the world changes around us." Life
goes by too quick to worry about tomorrow, Focus on today and do what
makes you happy.
Anyone you want to thank?
My Mom, because she has supported me know matter WFIAT the circum¬
stance, Tyler, Danya, Jamie, Bstone, and all of my sisters (including Abbey).
Without all of you, I would not be as happy and as lucky as I am today,
Activities: Adelphian Vice President, Assistant to the Director, Cafe Man¬
ager, Resident Assistant, Zoobilee.Girl, Kappa Alpha Theta, ASUPS Special
Events Programmer, and Music Education Major
In the future, hopefully I will have learned how to make a good souffle. I
will have read a lot of books. I will have discovered the most beautiful
place in the world. I will have shared. I will have named another constel¬
lation, I will have patched up many a hole in many a person in many a
harsh and medically under served locale, I will have written many a letter,
and perhaps even a book. I will have composed a song or two. I will have
been a good example to all who look to me for an example. I will have
learned how to use the future perfect tense appropriately and consistently.
Most importantly, in the future I will continue to do all of these things. You
can always make a better souffle.
Is there anything you’d will on to another member of campus?
Go to Puget Park; go down the trail through the woods and emerge out
near the water. There should be a bridge where the train passes. You
should hit this up after dark, but go stand underneath the train tracks as a
train hurtles inches overhead, This was probably one of the most exhilarat¬
ing experiences I can imagine. I will this upon you all. Also, do not get
killed doing this.
Any last words of wisdom?
Do everything that you do through love. Not the cookie cutter love that
happens when you really like a sandwich, but the kind of love that lets you
confront a friend when he is being and idiot, the kind that forces you to do
the good that you know you know, even when it's the last thing you want to
have to do,
^tewart [Reciter
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What are your plans for the future?
6 Senior Snapshots
What was your favorite class of all time?
My favorite class of all time was a Marine Biology course I took. I was
able to go snorkeling in the Puget Sound, boating trips to collect data
out in Commencement Bay, low tide hunts for specific species of crabs,
and my class mates were really cool people, Some people may not
realize, but did you know out school owns an underwater robot to record
video of really deep water fish? Got to use it. Hands-on!
What are your plans for the future?
My plans for the future are to graduate, find an internship or some other
job opportunity where I can be a camera assistant for film shoots. That
will be kind of like an apprenticeship, which will hopefully grow into my
career as a focus puller for films, and then hopefully one day I can be a
director of photography for films. My future is no where near set in stone
however and if I find that is not the direction I want to take, I will change.
Any last words of wisdom?
To pass on words of wisdom I would say there are several key things one
needs to figure out in college, Learning how to say yes, and learning
how to say no, Learning how to say yes is learning how to be agreeable,
take chances, have fun with people, and give people the benefit of the
doubt. Learning how to say no is making sure you don't stretch yourself
thin,and being more honest about what you want to do with your life,
Learning how to say no is more difficult that it sounds,
vjolrn -Eis-pei}
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What is the thing you’ll miss most after graduating?
The whole lifestyle of being in college! And of course all of my friends.
Who was your favorite professor of all time?
There are so many contenders! But I'd have to say my piano teacher, Tanya
Stambuk.
What are your plans for the future?
Well, so far I hope to be in Germany next year on a Fulbright fellowship, then
go to graduate school.
Any last words of wisdom?
Have fun in college! There's so little time and it's too easy to get all caught up
in the stress. You're going to want to look back on as many positive experi¬
ences as you can, Go have them!
Activities: Sigma Chi, Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia, Piano, Adelphian Choir, teach¬
ing through Community Music Department
]— rikci (^erclner
What is the thing you’ll miss most after graduating?
People.
What are your plans for the future?
Initially, I'm going to be working for Outward Bound in Mazama, WA,
Is there anything you’d will on to another member of campus?
There are some secret items, yes. But I can't say what,
What was your favorite class of all time?
Regional Environmental Geology with Travis Horton.
Any last words of wisdom?
IPs actually pretty important for one to always carry small fireworks in
one's pockets in case the need arises.
Activities: Crew, Puget Sound Outdoors
Wj
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Senior Snapshots 7
Seniors crowded into Marshall Hall for the Senior
Late Night Breakfast on November 12, 2007.
U TTo
achieve
great
things,
we must
dream as
well as
act. 5 ?
-Anatole
France
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The class of 2008 enjoyed a relaxing evening
with their fellow calssmates.
Seniors lined up in the Rotunda to fill their
plates and stomachs with delicious food.
/
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8 Seniors & Juniors
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Senior students enjoyed good food and
good company while listening to President
Ron Thomas's speech during their late night
breakfast.
A Year to
Remember
lior year is always a memorable one;
it is filled with good times with friends
and the odd sense that they will not be
returning the following year. The year seems
to creep up on you, few students realize how
they got to it so quickly, All of a sudden se
are faced with the harsh reality that they will be
entering the "real world", it's a scary thought but
also an exciting one. However until they walk
across the stage and receive their diploma,
rs must continue working just as hard and
stressing out just as much as in previous years.
To relieve some of that stress the University puts
on various events for the senior class, such as a
wine tasting event in the spring and the mid¬
night breakfast in the fall. These events allow
rs to spend more time in their final year to¬
gether at UPS and take a break from the always
dreaded homework.
Seniors & Juniors 9
Ancoming and Returning
Sophomores &
Freshmen
Ithough the freshmen of the class of
. *
2011 are new to college life, they still catch
on to the spirit of things by the end of the
year, They may have stood at the entrance
of Thompson Hall or Wyatt on the first day of
class with confused looks on their faces, but
upperclassemen such as the class of 2010
willingly guided them through the year since
they were fresh from their own first year and
remembered the challenges of being a
Freshman.
These altruistic sophomores, besides
being glad to come back to such places as
The Cellar and Diversions Cafe, got to look
forward to the Sophomore Barbeque, and
of course making fun of the ocasional fresh¬
man. These practiced college students have
now mastered how to precariously balance
their time between sleeping, studying and
having fun.
t ]
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Laura McQuay and Jeni Oppenheimer were
chased down the runway of soap and water.
These freshmen took one last chance to
slip'n'slide before the cold and rain came for
the year.
10 Sophomores & Freshmen
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The sophomore class kicked off the year at
their annual barbeque, These sophomores
took the opportunity to eat free food and just
hang out after coming back from their adven¬
turesome summers.
Melissa Farage and Jenni Denekas joyfully dis¬
played their superhero costumes. They may
not be the heros the wish to be, but each
showed the same spirit as these insperational
figures.
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Lis Johnston, Bijou Felder, and Matt Waring
showed off a logger worthy amount of pride
while decorating their dorm in logger colors.
These sophomores began their second year
at school by talking to President Thomas. There
was more to this barbeque than good food.
Sophomores & Freshmen 11
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Nicole Logan, Kathleen Powers, Karie Turca
Ellen Wondra, Krystle Vasquez, Libby Quam,
Leah Winslow, Lauren Stanley, Jenny Tate, Mad-
die Krezowski, Nicole Schwalge, Abby Wollman
ttarriogtor) 3rdTloor Tia Winkler, Elisabeth Meinig, Jacquelyn Marcella, Katie
Lewis, Rochelle Saedi, Juliana Herzen, Benita Ki, Chris¬
tina Lee, Melissa Mcdougall, Hanna Kregling, Brittany
Balbag, Briana Skirm
Emanual Kahsai, Daniel Pendleton, Rachel Hiscox, Andara
Frasier, Amanda Roberts, Kelcy Higa, Paul Woodward, Hope
Hampton, Becca Wallig, Jordan Perkins
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Caitlyn Pace, Ashley Luke, Selina Tran, Mei-Lani Bixby,
Auriel Sperberg, Erin Froncek, Kristin Parker, Nick
Lackman Kapiolani Street, Alex Goya, Kayla Wright,
Jeff Tuttle, Adrian Ettlinger, Julia Frost, Laura Wisdom,
Dana Maijala, Audra De Laveaga, James Luu
Sheldon Cotts, Michael Korosec, Alison Bihl, Janet
Buendia, Kim Disney, Katie Wheeler, Rob Griswold,
Ciera Christensen, Kelsey Mcwhorter, Sam Stevens,
Caitlin Mitchell, Casey Charleston, James Gaines,
John Elam, Sam Hedges, Daniel Marchant, Matt
Neldam, Matt Endo
Residence Halls 13
Jemri Sacasas, Kendal Freyer, Jessica Harris, Sarah
Hill, Joan llacqua, Kyla Roberts, Tameka Smith,
Kristin Perkins, Megan Deane, Bonnie Degner,
Sandra Olenic, Sara Bucht, Kaitlin Ryan, Caitlyn
Faidley, Alyson Sundal, Heather Ahuero, Claire
Buetow, Neva Wilson, Maren Stockhoff, Lindsay
Scherber, Kim Schneider, Devon Wohl, Callie Pitzer,
Brynn Weagraff , Emily Herr, Christine Chan
noor
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Greta Lindquist, Joe Wessel, Alex
Leavitt, Tom Geraghty, Erin Vetter, Brett
Dierker, Patrick Nolan, Adam Hoober-
man, Arianna Bodaghi, Gib Hanson,
Carl Larson, Erica Verdusco, Eric
Lanigan, Emily Cohen, Zack Preefer,
Elizabeth Butt, Jens Pascucci
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Kyrstie Lane, Tristen Hall, Erika Hoagland, Glynnis
Kirchmeier, Kate Frasca, Jared Smith, Brett Woods, Stu
Decker, Chris McCarthy, Tony Schwartz, Tim Rogers,
Sara Myers, Megan Hugel, Nisha Anand
Lauren Middleton, Erin (Rian) Johnson, Emily Lee, Erin
Hoshibata, Cat Buckley, Tanya Rogers, Daniel Burge,
Summer Nazer, Audrey Dohm, Rebecca Greer, Kammi
Sheeler, Liz Weil, Megan Eidenshink, Robin Nichol, Anna
Gunderson, Erin Pew
1 4 Residence Halls
Jason Hagerup, Peter Nelson-King, John Reel,
Josh Johnson, John Van De Ven,Gina Tzodikov,
Rachel Graddy, Bryan Bautista, Michael Gordon,
Spencer Wu, Elliott Snyder, David Marshbank,
Jennifer Ikard, Maggie Faber
t
Kaila Sanford, Molly Phillips, Lindsay
Ingaldson, Tatum Tauscher, Samantha
Conway, Julia Peters, Chelsea Asher,
Starr Matsushita, Katie Hamachek,
Amy Vuong, Miya Johnson, Maggy
Curran Kelley Gorsuch, Sarah Gibson,
Sonia Ivancic,Amanda Reynolds, Amy
McLean-Vigil, Brennie Weber, Camille
Faulkner, Raye Watts
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Reeves Richards, Terry Ogburn, Josh Pelz, Curtis
Brooks, Kevin Curlett, Lizzie Cohen, Jake Rifkin,
Travis Freidman, Tori Gittings, Natalie Johnson,
Molly Winterrowd, Natalie Schwartz, Jessica
Kershner, Isabelle Chiosso, Lestraundra Alfred,
Alyx Tilley, Cailtin Brutger, Aliyah Simcoff, Sarah
Paulos, Alex Lewis
Michael Walkley, Hilary Rice, Melissa Schaefer, Alexan¬
dra Coverdale, Hannah Nicholes, Lacy Peterson, Theo
Summer, Kristin Moore,Olivia Margoshes, Elise Stephen¬
son, Tiffany Wozniak, Conrad Seibert, Matt Getchell, Erik
Doran, Emma Bryant, Dana McGinnis, Aaron DeVore
Residence Halls 15
Theo Wittig, Nathan Calkins, Kevin
Moran, Sean Field-Eaton, Ben
Merkel, Jon McKay, Chaz Kramer,
Jackson Sutherland, Derek West,
Nick Vericella, Andrew Timmons,
Cameron Duvall, Gabriel Laperle,
Parker Phend,Aaron Badham,
David Sealey, Zack Sherman,
Chris Duenas, Josh Hird, Trevor
Miller, Kegan Fox, James Merrill
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Claire Grossmann, Emmy Slocum, Alyssa
Renosto, Emma Tribble, Melissa Lettis,
Emma Burnfield, Sarah Wilson,Kacy Lebby
Natalie Ayre, Leigh Feldman, Leah Vendl
Lauren Vandenberg, Emily Bantel, Alix
Carlson, Alex Carr, Katrina Nilsson-Gorman,
Holly Hartman, Kelly Wyman
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Taya Kohnen, Lisa Armstrong,
Lindsey Potter, Lauren Sanford,
Karisse Wakamatsu, Kelsey Wil¬
burn, Erica Hann,Ana Calciano,
Ellen Zhang, Katie Tam, Kim
Dill-McFarland, Brittany Enanoria,
Isabelle Eyre, Katie Breen, Brianne
Guertin, Alex Carracino, Paige
Saunders, Noelle Thomson, Emily
Veling, Willa Schneider
Sidney Gaines, Megan Stuart, Nathan
Macintyre, Jason Phelps, Greg Kirkpat¬
rick, Joe Goldes, Lauren Parker, Sean
Carvey, Jenny lyo, Nico Sophiea, Bren¬
nan O'Keefe, Bijou Felder, Kari White, Liz
Johnston, Cassandra Heck, Meredith
Nichols, Martin Thiel, Benjamin Bradley,
Helen King, Katie Paviat, Zena Toyama,
Dana Long, Shintaro Saito, Gordon
Bagley, Billy Robinson, Sylvie Daley, Lo¬
gan Quiggle, Nick Banducci, Zack Keim
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Wilson Bailey, Noelle Bugaj, Edmund
Chu, David Corcoran, Ben Epel, David
Fortney, James Gallagher, Erin Griffiths,
Kirsten Hansen, Shannon Hirokane, Char¬
lie Hixon, Savannah Hutton Anderson, Tim
Jergesen, Natasha Keller, Jessica Kohan,
Sia Kruss, Jessie Kuwada, Erin Lewis,
Laura Mcquay, Jeni Oppenheimer,
Matt Salter, John Schwartz, Kelvin Souza,
Virginia Stone, Kris Sumida, Jacob Tice,
Austin Vander Woude, Zachary Von Berg,
Doug Wiest
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Annie Zavidow, Kristen Darrell, Sara Sloyer,
Hallie Hoogland, Garrett Dieckmann,
Robert Niese, Cameron Jasper, Kyle
Mcgrory, Ben Minges, Christopher Bren¬
nan, Evan Eckles, Haylee Jenkins, Liz Bird,
Emma Byers, Isabel Chirinos, AJ Clifford,
Jordan Lane, Nathan Moorman, Jesse
Baldridge, Jen Vroomen, Eve Hage, Sara
Adkins, Natalie Monro, Nicole Wilson,
Kayla Boortz, Katrina Lange, Alex Mc-
connehey, Selena Corbett, Kaylyn Davis,
Eimilie Colgan, Julia Goldberg, Ginny
Krones, Sarah Moore, Sarah Murray,
Corinn Perry, KK Parker, Madeleine Ring-
ham, Kayla Matsunaga, Jessica Cafferty,
Clay Lemar, Drew Horsley.
Residence Halls 1 7
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Jackie Roth put having her own kitchen to
good use. She found the call of baking a
pizza too much to resist,
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Steve Palmer, Russ Wacker, Niko Wacker, and
David Parker all chowed down while enjoying
a well earned break,
Kira Wilpone-Jordan and Carrie Hubert dis¬
covered the magic of Windex. This multi-pur¬
pose solution has helped many off-campus
dwellers see a new view of the world.
s'
18 Off Campus Housing
Alaina Osborn and Jackie Roth took a lively
outlook on cleaning. Each lady took a job
and did it so at theendof their journeys they
could relax.
Living in Tacoma
| ife /\fter [?)orm?
Many students get to experience the joys of living
off-campus, but no matter how sought after off-
campus houses are, students still have to remember
a few important details. At the end of the day it's up
to them to tidy up, make dinner, wash the dishes,
and clean the bathroom. That's ok, these off-cam-
pus dwellers think doing these chores is all worth it if it
means they have their very own home sweet home.
Monica and Noelle Mitchell took a break from
the daily grind to catch up on some TV, Dibs
on the remote!
Ljour favorite part of living off-campus?
4 4 It's radical. - Steve Palmer
No comment. - Russ Wacker
The dudes. - David Parker 9 9
Off Campus Housing 19
| iving in....
On — CampusTheme Housing
At UPS, students have a variety of
options to choose from when it comes
to where they want to live--dorms, suites,
on and off-campus houses. Luckily, our
housing system is quite unique in that
students can either choose to form a
themed house that promotes a specific
type of lifestyle, or just live in a house on
campus. These students have the best
of two worlds free from landlords, includ¬
ing a fully equipped kitchen AND
access to the SUB.
sc\Jba \— |ou?e
Jason Lee, Miya Burke, Ellen
George, Dan Ahlvin
Not pictured: Jeremiah Root
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Kelly Higa, Andrew Bonica, Janece
Levien, Cam Bulter, Cam Nakano
20 On-Campus & Theme Housing
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Rachael Pullin, Megan Breuer,
Kira Becvarik, Jamie Hudson
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Whitney Hanlon, Lindsay McAuley,
Alissa Wolf, Leah Smith
Abbey Prest, Irene Ziemba, Cait
Weisensee, Danielle Acheampong,
Gerardo Villarreal Lopez, Megan Oster-
mick, John Bacon, Allyson Hale, Robert
Carrington, Mark Sharoff, Chris Clark,
Rob Swanson, Eleni Paulson
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Jamie Tsukamaki, Jaime Patneaude,
Rachel Johnsen, Katie Craigie
Alicia Portillo, Erica Petrofsky, Dana Wu,
Stephanie Bauman, Nina Sherburne
uthtfUS'
Larissa Keeler,Holden Sapp,Corey
Sample, Alyssa McTigue, Alex Morray
ouse
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Lucinda Stroud, Clay Thompson, Maddy
Ryen, Maggie Milligan, Elizabeth Fei
22 On-Campus & Theme Housing
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Lauren Mouat,Ian Westgate
Peter Godlewski,Colleen Godfrey
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Rachel Zaslow, Jane Lindborg,Kyra
Johnson,
Akemi Okamura,RachelMcKee
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Shannon Forbes,Zoe Futornick,
SarahCoddington, Matt Reynolds
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Zack Stoddard, Derek Robbins,Elliott
Largent,
Ryan Bettinger, Erik Lind On-Campus & Theme
Housing 23
are absolutely
we are unable to
-Throughout the course of the school year, there are those photos that
beautiful, hilarious, or just the perfect hodah moment . Sometimes
fit them on to other pages, so we decided to dedicate a page to these photos.
Starting clockwise on page 24:
1 . In Paul Weber's PHYSICS 121 class, students got a chance to
see the effect of a pulley on the forces needed to lift a person.
(Pictured: Taylor Firman)
2. At the sophomore class barbecue, Doug Cox enjoyed deli¬
cious food and a large 7up Gulp.
3. At the 2008 Piano Monster Concert, they were able to place
eight grand pianos on the stage.
4. Passages leaders took a quick breather before welcoming
more incoming freshmen.
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Starting clockwise on page 25:
1 . Students enjoyed a relaxing evening at the
Crosscurrents release party.
2. On a PSO trip, students had the opportunity to
scale the side of a mountain.
3. Junior Paul Wicks got his camera ready to shoot
some amazing photos at Log Jam.
4. Garden Level performing the infamous "Dick in
the Box" at Cocktails.
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26 Student Life
Two students practice for the
Student Play Festival in Jones
Hall , Looks dramatic!
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The Honors students put
on their annual Halloween
Haunted House in Langlow.
Trick or Treat?
Student Life 27
Aaron Lynch, Megan Hugel, Kris
Knowles, Margo Archey, and JD Barton
performed in a Campus Life Skit.
A group at Camp Parsons during
Passages participated in a team build¬
ing activity called "helium pole."
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Freshmen Robert Niese and Ben Jacobs gave
a helpful shove to fellow classmates Dashiell
Gordon and Robert Lueken, demonstrating
that group ice blocking is a difficult endeavor.
28 Freshmen Orientation
*'
Sara Sloyer and Juliet Gardiner displayed
their ice blocking skills among many class¬
mates after Urban Plunge.
il
Freshman Orientation
Freshmen Orientation involves more than a week
of fast-paced and exciting events aimed to get
new students to make friends, become familiar with
campus life, and promote school unity. Preludes,
Perspectives, and Passages work together to create
University of Puget Sound's unique Freshman Orien¬
tation. From community service to activities such as
ice blocking, classes taught by University professors,
hypnotist shows, skits, and a trip to Camp Parson's for
three days of camping with peers, University of Puget
Sound offers an orientation that no other University
To welcome incoming students to the lifestyle
of the University of Puget Sound, Perspective
leaders put on the annual Campus Life Skit.
Briana Skirm, Nick Spencer, Jasmine Herrick,
and Christopher Brennan drifted into a pleas¬
ant hypnotic state in front of their peers.
Freshmen Orientation 29
(f?otbon candij, mustc, and an endies? line
of club?, what more couU you as\i for?
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Log Jam *
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Friday, September 7, 2007 marked the sixth an¬
nual Log Jam. Beginning at five PM, new and
returning students poured onto Todd Field to
take advantage of the Porter's Barbecue picnic
and check out the many clubs and activities
that the university has to offer. Students stroll¬
ing among the rows upon rows of booths were
able to enjoy the performance of a barber¬
shop quartet, test out the crew team's rowing
machine, and even have their future careers
predicted. In the evening students were treated
to a fire dancing show and then to a fantastic
fireworks display. To conclude the evening the
film "Happy Feet" was shown. This brought a
conclusion to the week, and left students al¬
ready dreading their upcoming classes Mon¬
day morning.
Photograph by: Holden Sapp
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te 4 Having something as exciting as fire¬
works at Log Jam is a great way to kick
off the year ,
-Chelsea Taylor 5 5
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30 Log Jam
Before the fireworks display, dancers awed the
crowd with their fire dancing skills.
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Julia Welch, a member of the circus club
takes a break from recruiting students to re¬
veal one of their secrets during Log Jam.
New and returning students braved the chilly
weather to watch the dazzling fireworks above
Todd Field, The fireworks were a result of a
great deal of time and effort from ASPUS.
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Students browsed the lines of booth in search
of clubs to sign up for , Jenny Jones stoops at
the photo services booth to pick up informa¬
tion about joining the organization,
Anna Courtney and Liz Perkins spent the after¬
noon showing how much fun they have both
on and off the slopes, and with the chance to
wear a speed suit, who wouldn't want to join
the UPS ski team?
Log Jam 31
Students channeled their inner night owl spirit
Friday night, At eleven pm they began lining
up in the SUB to take advantage of the free
Midnight Masquerade Breakfast offered by
ASUPS,
Representing Schiff, Dashiell Gordon, Kevin
Chambers, and Scott Shepherd entertained
the crowd with their own version of the Postal
Service's "Such Great Heights" during Friday
evenings Songfest.
Will Me
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Throughout the game the Logger cheerlead¬
ers pumped up the crowd, Singing the fight
song and shouting support, they spread their
school spirit across the stadium.
32 Homecoming
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The Logger's Spencer Crace doesn't allow
anything to phase him. Focusing intently or
his target, Crace prepares to complete a
pass during the Logger's game against Wil¬
lamette University.
The 75th Adelphian Anniversary Concert
had alumni from all eras joining current
students in harmony. Sunday's concert
marked an end to the spirited Plomecom-
ing weekend.
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HOMECOMING
*3ing it, shout it, share it!
With various events offered over the course of the
Homecoming weekend, current students were given
a chance to mix with alumni and also build up their
school spirit with some friendly competition
between the residence halls, Saturday's football
game brought the whole school together to cheer
on the Loggers as they beat the Willamette Bearcats
13 to 7. The Adelphian concert on Sunday served a
grand finale to the weekend and marked the
seventy-fifth anniversary of the prestigious vocal
ensemble.
© .
Students packed Baker stadium to cheer on
the Loggers. Decked out in their UPS attire they
cheered the football team to victory.
Homecoming 33
During her speech Clinton outlined her plan for
universal health care that would limit the power
of insurance and drug companies.
a That was
the first
time
I've ever
skipped
class 5 5
Said senior
Kristine Juhola
after going to
the speech by
Hillary Clinton.
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Clinton also expressed her thoughts on
immigration, the No Child Left Behind Act, and
the war in Iraq,
Wki
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After her speech Clinton stayed for questions
asked by the audience, many of which were
posed by health care workers.
rPt
34 Election 2008
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Clinton smiled as she entered the Field House
which had filled up quickly with people who had
waited in a line that went down North 11th St.
and wrapped around the corner.
Election Year
jlllcirLf Qirrton speak? at UP3
On February 8, 2008, in preparation for the Wash¬
ington State Caucus, Hillary Clinton visited the UPS
campus to hold a town hall meeting on health
care. Many members, mostly registered nurses,
of AFSCME, or the American Federation of State,
County, and Municipal Employees attended the
event as well as large numbers of students, fac¬
ulty, staff , and Tacoma residents. Many students
quickly let their families and friends in other areas
know about the event and were encouraged to
go and hear her speak even if it meant skipping
class. On the same day Barack Obama spoke
in Seattle at the Key Arena drawing large crowds
and several UPS students. Other presidential
candidates this year included John McCain, John
Edwards, Rudolph Giuliani, Mike Huckabee, Mitt
Romney, Bill Richardson, Ron Paul, and Ralph
Nader.
Election 2008
Making 'Oank:
Working on Campus
We all know that money doesn't just grow
on trees. Although, living in the northwest,
we often times wish that it did. So, how do
students at UPS earn their dough? Often, by
working on campus. While many work at the
SUB, Diversions Cafe, Oppenheimer Cafe,
and the Cellar, many others work in different
offices around campus or even in the athlet¬
ics department. The conveniences of work¬
ing on campus, like the super close location,
are often hard to beat, especially when
you're already late for work.
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The cellar workers showed that they do more
than just serve us pizza and ice cream. They
proved that they work more like a team than
like mere coworkers.36 On Campus Jobs
*/
A student curates one of the exhibits at Kit-
tredge Gallery.
A deserving UPS student is served ice cream.
The Cellar, well known for its tasty pizza and
ice cream, is a wonderful place for students
to work.
Students who work for Catering run the conses-
sion stands during games while other students
from the athlectis deptartment run score-
boards and tape the game,
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Ifs awesome
to get paid to
watch sports;
and my boss is
the best!
Says Kirsten Hansen, a student who
works in the Athletics Department,
On Campus Jobs 37
Community
Service
here are many groups located on cam¬
pus that are dedicated to giving back to the
community. Circle K and Habitat Humanity
are just a few to name. On most weekends
Habitat for Humanity gathers a group of en¬
ergetic students to go help build houses. This
past fall, Circle K members helped to direct
automobile traffic as members of the UPS
community participated in the annual Pierce
County AIDS Walk. Even Baker Stadium lends
some history of the giving nature of our com¬
munity. In the mid-1980s, Dr. Gordy Klatt, a
Tacoma colorectal surgeon, spent twenty-four
hours circling the UPS track in the hopes of rais¬
ing money and awareness for fighting cancer.
Ever since, UPS has been a large participant in
the "Relay for Life." On April 11-12, 2008, Log¬
gers will once again gather at Baker Stadium
to help raise money for the American Cancer
Society.
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38 Community Service
A group of Circle K members got ready for the
AIDS walk.
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Stephanie Schuster stopped for a quick photo
before returning back to work.
At the 2007 Relay for Life, a group of Seward
residents gave up a piece of their time to walk
around the track,
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UPS students participated in the 2007 Pierce
County AIDS walk to help raise funds for the
prevention of the HIV infection,
Candle-lit bags lined the track in honor of
cancer survivors and lost loved ones at the
Relay for Life event,
Community Service 39
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A student admires a piece
of art in Kittredge Gallery
which often exhibits stu¬
dents' work as well as other
artists'.
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staae.
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They can make or break the college experience. We've
all had those core classes we have been dreading
to take and then comes along an amazing professor
who makes it worthwhile. Sometimes that experience is
enough to make us change our minor, our major, and
maybe even our life plan. From directing our future
careers to deciding how much homework we get each
and every night, professors have a huge amount of
influence in our lives. Fortunately, most professors un
derstand the massive amount of power they have
and truly feel obligated to teach us to the best of
their ability. These pages are for all of them.
-Economic? Department
|— |umanitie?
Andy Rex, Ted Taranovski, Bob Mat¬
thews, Michael Curley, Jennifer
Neighbors, Katherine Smith, Kriszta
Kotsis, Lydia Fisher, Steve Rodgers,
Florence Sandler, Hans Ostrom, Peter
Greenfield, David Smith, George
Erving
Doug Goodman, Kate Stirling,
Matt Warning, Kim Burnett,
Ross Singleton, Bruce Mann
42 Faculty & Staff
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Psychology
Department
Robin Foster, Jill Nealey-Moore,
Austin Moore, Aidan Moore,David
Moore, Mark Reinitz, Chris Jones,
Cathy Hale, Shannon O'Neal,
Kathleen Fergus, Rita Rollins, Kristin
Shelesky
Janet Marcavage, Elise Richman,
Zaixin Hong, John McCuistion,Mike
Johnson, Linda Williams, Kriszta Kotsis,
Elizabeth Bryant
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Mei Rose, Nila Wiese,Paula Wilson,
Christina Sherman, Susan Stewart,
Jim McCullough, Lynnette Claire,
Alva Butcher
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p^Oca^TUa> \George Tomlin, Gwyn Jones, Barry Goldstein, Chuck Hommel, John Hansen, Jeff Grinstead,Marge Luthman, Rand Worland, Mike Valentine, Kathy Samms, Steven Colbert, Bryan Smith, Brad
Richards, Jo Crane, Eric Scharrer, Paul Weber, Dan Burgard, Greg Elliott, Bernie Bates, Neva Topol-
ski, Dana Maijala, David Molnar, Andy Rex, Bob Matthews, Joyce Tdmashiro, Jeffrey Root, Mary
Rose Lamb, Amy Spivey, James Evans, JeriCarey, Allison Paradise, Bill Dasher, Isaac LaRue
Plnilc^oplnif Oep^rtment^stin Tiehen, William Beardsl^Douglas Cannon, Ariela Tubert\ /
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j^iology Deparment
amashirc AlexalJoyce T iro, Susan Bennett, a Tullis, Betsy
Kirkpatrick, Stacey Weiss, Christine Gray, Sue
Hannaford, Jennifer Burnaford, Scottie Henderson,
Leslie Smjcedo, Peter Wiimberger, Wayne Rickoll,
Carol Curtin, Michal Morrison, Joel Elliott, Andreas
Madlung, Mark Martin
International Political
Pconomy Department
IIw
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Religion Peparl^ pnt
Suzanne Holland, Doug Edwards,
Judith Kay, An Gates, Stuart Smith
ers, Jonathan Stockdale I
like Vese opoulosM eth, Nick Kontogeorg , Brad
Dillman, Dave Balaam
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Graham Shackelford plays the string bass
during a performance by the University Jazz
Band.
Students perform for friends, family, and music
lovers who attended the University Jazz Band's
performance in November.
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Performing for the University Jazz Band, Kallie
Huss, a freshman music major, shows her tal¬
ent at playing the trumpet.
v
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Michael Heppner focuses on playing the
sax during a performance by the University
Jazz Band.
46 Music
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The Passion to Play
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With such an extensive music program, it's no won¬
der that over two hundred students choose to be
involved with the UPS music program. Whether ifs
through University Band, Wind Ensemble, String or
Symphony Orchestra, any musician can find their
niche and take advantage of the many benefits of¬
fered by UPS's School of Music.
rtaTre
Dr. Robert Taylor conducts the members of
Wind Ensemble during one of their many
practices.
Many people were awed by the talented
performance of UPS students during their
November Brass Concert.
Music 47
The Opera
/\drama op\Zoices
c
Oince 1974, the music department of UPS
has produced forty musicals and operas. This
year, in the fall semester the Puget Sound Mu ¬
sic department put on "The Threepenny Opera"
by Kurt Weill and Bertold Brecht (translated by
Michael Feingold ). In the opera, Polly Pea-
chum marries Macheath, the head of a band
of robbers, but her parents, the leaders fo the
beggars in London do not approve of the rela¬
tionship. They try to have Macheath jailed and
executed, though in the end, Macheath does
escape this sentence. "The Threepenny Opera"
gave many talented University of Puget Sound
music students the chance to show off their tal¬
ents on stage, and find potential future careers.
Brian Stone and William Pfalzgraff play Macheath,
the head of a band of robbers and Tiger Brown, the
chief of police. The two were friends when they
were in the army, and Tiger Brown is the reason
Macheath stays out of jail.
3
48 Opera
Benjamin Jacobs’ character, Filch, performs in
this scene with Mr. and Mrs. Peachum, played by
Cameron Gibson, and Bethany Cline. Jamie Virginia, Katrina Nilsson-Gorman, Lisa
Victoria, Melissa Lettis, Benjamin Jacobs, and
Cameron Gibson all proved that they have both the
voice and the acting skills required to perform in
an opera.
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Bethany Cline takes the role of Mrs. Peachum, as
Claire Mason, Bethany Cline, William Pfalzgraff,
and Katrina Nilsson-Gorman play supporting
characters in the performance of “The Threepenny
Opera.”
Amy Jones and Brian Stone played the lead roles
of Polly Peachum and Macheath. Polly marries
Macheath against the wishes of her parents.
Opera 49
More than an Act
Theater Productions
The school year was filled with many
options for those Loggers fond of the theater.
"The New Orleans Monologues" along with "The
Cripple of Inishmaan" premiered in the fall.
The New Orleans Monologues portrayed the
loss and desperation of those, especially Afri¬
can American women, affected by the storm,
and the audience was thoroughly moved by
their sincere stories. "The Cripple of Inishmaan"
on the other hand entertained the audience
through its comedy and cruelty.
In the spring "Vagina Monologues" pre¬
miered. The audience was taken aback by the
cast of women and how far they were willing to
take things. At first one felt completely shocked,
but after five minutes emotions changed to
embarrassment, and then one simply enjoyed
the outrageousness, hilarity, and openness of it
all . No matter how far things went you couldn't
help but enjoy the comedic brilliance of the
play. For all the women who saw the produc¬
tion, admit it, you started thinking about what
your vagina would say.
50 Theater
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"New Orleans Monologues" awed viewers with
their many heartfelt stories. Here junior, Yusuf
Word, and sophomore Eleanor Ross shared
an emotional moment in the aftermath of
destruction.
Colin Wallace and Kate Cantwell starred as
Billy and Eileen in the Theater Department's fall
production of "The Cripple of Inishmaan."
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David Wolf and Chloe Novak revealed their
acting skills in their roles as Billy and Helen in
"The Cripple of Inishmaan."
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The cast of "Vagina Monologues" wowed,
stunned, astonished, and amused the many
students and faculty who turned out for the
theater's spring production.
Amanda Hart,one of the many women in
"The Vagina Monologues" practiced her role
during a rehearsal.
Theater 51
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Visual Arts
ere at UPS there are many different direc¬
tions for a student to go in the arts. Besides
two dimensional art such as painting or print
press, one can do ceramics, wood-working,
and metal-working. One thing that all UPS art
students show is a talent for creating something
wonderful. When a student has finished a work
of art they may then have it put on display
in one of the two galleries that make up the
Kittredge Gallery. The Kittredge Gallery also
displays collections of art by well known artists,
mostly from the northwest such as Abby Wil¬
liams Hill.
Jenni Denekas measured everything precisely
so that her dragon would come out exactly as
planned for her 3-D art class. Who knew math
would be so necessary for art?
For her 3-D art class, Amy McDonell made
a plaster piece of a fish swimming between
coral.
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UPS has many great potters in the making.
These students showed spectacular crafts¬
manship as they used the pottery wheel.
Ceramics is a popular section of the fine arts.
These are just a few of the works created this
year by talented students.
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Every great piece of art deserves to be
displayed. This plaster piece was created by
Nani Vishwanath.
Lydia Patterson spent hours in the print studio
this year for her art class. Print making is just
one of the many popular 2-D arts offered at
Puget Sound.
Visual Arts 53
i The men s swim team re¬
mained strong this year
despite Wallace Pool being
closed for a period of time.
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ftGoing out to watch the na¬
tionally competitive women's
soccer team was a favorite
pastime of students this year. TO 3fat ; : v ' :n Armccido
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Football
After countless hours of practice on the new ar¬
tificial surface of Lower Baker Field the Loggers
opened their season with a non-conference
win against the La Verne Leopards. Unfortu¬
nately the Loggers lost by a score of 37 to 8
against the PLU Lutes in both teams' Northwest
Conference opener. After a season full of ups
and downs the Loggers ended the season 4-5
overall and 2-4 in the conference. Brian Ames
and Boone Freeman were both named to the
ESPN The Magazine Academic All-District Team
which requires that the starter have a cumula¬
tive GPA of at least 3.20, and Steve Palmer was
named to the American Football Coaches As¬
sociation's Division III all-star team which played
against the Mexican National Team in the 2007
Aztec Bowl and won 37 to 19 in the two teams
11th meeting.
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56 Football
James Olcott hustles down the field chased
by numerous Poets.
Quarterback Spencer Grace prepares to
throw a pass during an away game against
Linfield. The Loggers lost 0-37
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Darrell Stewart sprints around a Whittier Poet
during a home game on September 22. The
Loggers suffered a heartbreaking loss, 26-28.
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The Loggers get ready for play against Whittier
at Baker Stadium.
Brian Ames punts the ball.
Football 57
Playing against Willamette, senior Mark Con¬
rad headed the ball to a teammate.
Junior Taylor Hyde assertively took on his op¬
ponent during their high tension game against
Idaho.
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Senior Katie Gillette gracefully maneuvered
around two Whitman opponents and contin¬
ued to drive the ball towards the goal.
by: AnQrev^Shertdan
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Freshman Kelly Andersen focused as she
prepared to make a pass to another
teammate in their winning game against
George Fox.
58 Soccer
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A Season of Success
ens- and \V/ omen? Doccer
l^^he men's soccer team kicked off the seasonwith a solid start and fell just short of making the
NCAA playoffs. The women also had an excit¬
ing season, first as the conference champions and
then making it all the way to the Elite Eight of the
NCAA tournament. Although disappointed with the
loss, freshman Katie Wheeler says she and the rest of
the team "are looking forward to another chance at
the national title."
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After being tripped by the Whitman goal
keeper, senior Adrienne Folsom strived to beat
her opponent to the ball.
Cole Peterson, a sophomore, powerfully
kicked the ball up field.
Soccer 59
Sophomore Francis Reynolds is
focused on catching up to the
runner in front of him ,
Cross Country
AIW (3LJ9 on tine Run..
Cross-country runners are a rare breed. Rain,
hail, and pain are all part of the norm. While
most people would dread the idea of running
up hills and workouts, these athletes find plea¬
sure in doing so. The women's team came in
2nd place at the Northwest Conference Cham¬
pionship. For the second year in a row, they
qualified for the NCAA Division III Cross Country
Championships where they were ranked 23rd.
The men's team fought through several hurdles
but were able to round off the season by com¬
ing in 4th place in the Northwest Conference.
Sophomore Francis Reynolds (Palo Alto, Ca¬
lif .) qualified individually for the Cross Country
Championships, placing 88th.
Even after a hard race, the men's team still man¬
ages to smile for a photo. Included in the photo:
Jeffrey Uslan, Jesse Baldridge, Cam Nakano, Zack
Stoddard, Conor Flarkins, Graham Klag, Cameron
Butler, Francis Reynolds, Andrew Bonica, and
Trevor Hanlin.
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Sophomores Emma Kelsey and
Ali Garel worked together to keep
a quick and steady pace.
4 4
I've never
been on a
team that
had so much
outside
unity that
also cared so
much about
the sport.
\
A•r
- Jesse Baldridge
The women's cross country team showing off
their stylish bunhuggers. Included in the photo:
Katie Stock, Taya Kohnen, Emma Kelsey, Lauren
Mouat, Rose Thompson, Emily Timmer, Mei-
Lani Bixby, Kenna Patrick, Carolyn Oldewage,
Tameka Smith, Ana Danila, Mary Wolfe, Ali Garel,
Brittany Hodgson, Kelly Higa, and Meghan
Schoenfelder.
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Crew
Men's Novice 8 are pictured carrying their
boat at the Charlie Brown Regatta.
The crew team will all agree that they are basi¬
cally family. In the years that they have been
rowing together their experiences on the team
have been a blur of races, sunrises, spandex,
and as some like to point out as being most
important-unmentionable shenanigans. The
2008 season was a very exciting one for the
women, and the team felt like they were well
positioned to be the fastest crew team UPS has
seen in several years, and this surely was their
year.
The Men's Varsity 8, Varsity 4 and Novice
8 all started off the season with a bang. At the
Charlie Brown Regatta, hosted by Lewis and
Clark College, all three Mens' teams took first
place. It definitely seems like all of their early
morning practices that started in the beginning
of fall paid off . The Men's teams look forward
to continuing their early success.
The Varsity 8 took first place at the Charlie
Brown Regatta , From stern to bow is Alex
Morray, Amory Genter, Alex Englund, Tristan
Orford, Dave Young, Alex Twist, Ryan Dona ¬
hue, Dylan Poulsen, and Chris Sheppard ,
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Photograph by: Tristan Orford
The Men's Varsity 8 are working hard together
at the Head of the Lake Regatta.
)
62 Crew
The UPS varsity women's boat takes the first
stroke at the W1RA championship finals race.
i)ne of the reasons the varsity women are
villing to wake up at 4:30 AM is because they
ireprivileged to beautiful sunrises, such as this
Dne,on American Lake.
3holograph by Erika Ketcher
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Photograph by: Erika Kercher
The 2007 varsity women's team at WIRA (West
coast Intercollegiate Rowing Association)
championships.
oph by. Erika Kercher
At daybreak, the women practice racing on
American Lake with Mt. Rainier Mountain in the
background.
Crew 63
Swimming
LJiving |nto tne \x/ ov \a
The swim team at UPS is a spirited group,
whether winning or losing, though most of
the time winning, One of the highlights of
the year is the Alumni Meet at the beginning
of the season where past Logger swimmers
come back to challenge current members of
the team. The event is usually filled with un¬
conventional methods of winning on the part
of the alumni. At the meet upper-classmen
sharpie the freshmen to initiate them into the
team. This year the team won many meets
including those against Lewis & Clark College
and Willamette University. Both women's and
men's teams took second place in the North¬
west Conference Championships.
Logger swimmers of past and
present got ready to race. Either
way UPS wins!
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Photograph by:Kevin Curlett
This Logger swimmer competed
with the backstroke at this year's
championships.
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And they're off! The men's team
got off to a good start coming
into a second place victory in
their conference.
** 6 6
The team is
really great.
We all work
really well
together
even though
it's an indi¬
vidual sport,
and the
guys are
going to win
next year.
-Freshman,
Will Eberle
A Logger swimmer showed off
the butterfly stroke at the North¬
west Conference Meet.
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Senior Taylor Marsh flew past
three Willamette players and
went for a dunk.
Basketball
The 2008 season for basketball was full
of excitement. Both the men's and women's
teams ended their seasons successfully ranked
second in the Northwest Conference.
The men's team had an especially
exhilarating season. Students who were able to
make it to the men's games against the Pacific
Lutheran Lutes February 5th and the Willamette
Bearcats on February 23 were treated to nail-
biting games in which the Loggers pulled out
their victories in double overtime.
The women's success this year is evi¬
dent through their season statistics, where they
won 21 of their 25 games overall and 14 of
16 games in the Northwest Conference. The
women's team finished just shy of continuing on
to the NCAA Sectional Semifinals.
No opponent could stop Junior
Steffond Brown, as he made his
way down the court.
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Senior Marissa Cain hadno
problem keeping the ball away
from a guard while searching for
an open teammate.
This sea¬
son has
been re¬
ally great.
We all got
along re¬
ally well,
and that
was a key
to our suc¬
cess. 5 •>
-Freshman, Austin
Vander Woude
-
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Sophomore Claire Ely took on
two Willamette opponents as she
prepared to score.V- Mfl
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Volleyball
The women's volleyball team had a very
successful season. After winning the West Region
Championship, the women flew to Bloomington,
Illinois for the 2007 NCAA Division III Women's Vol¬
leyball Championship. While there they made it
all the way to the national quarterfinals and con¬
cluded their season ranked ninth in the country.
4 4
This year's volleyball sea¬
son was amazing to say
the least! We are really
proud of how far we got
and the goals that we
achieved. We are all ex¬
cited about next season
and working to get back
there again!
-The Volleyball Team
Senior Monica Groves timed
her jump just right, allowing her
to spike the ball perfectly to her
opponents.
*
The women's team huddled up
and prepared for their game
against CSU,
%m
Sophomore Elizabeth Butt saved
a pass just in time as junior Jes¬
sica Knight provided extra sup¬
port to her teammate.'/
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Lacrosse
The lacrosse team kicked off the year by domi¬
nating in their scrimmage against PLU and win¬
ning the game with a score of 20 to 1. Although
there were many new additions to the team this
year, they women proved that they could work
together well both on and off
the field and that was the crucial
component to their success.
Being part of the
lacrosse team is
great. Ifs definitely
a lot of hard work,
but come game
day, it is really great
to see all of that
hard work pay off.
-Gratia Ratzioff ^ ^
Freshman Lizze Cohen complet¬
ed a pass to a teammate during
their scrimmage against PLU.
£ •i
Baseball With experience and technique,senior Tom Glassman held hisown against Whitman.
Softball
The 2008 Logger baseball team started the year
off strong. Even with many new additions to the
team the Loggers displayed exceptional team¬
work. From freshman Blaine Marchanfs perspec¬
tive, "it's definitely been a learning experience
coming in as a freshman. The upperclassmen
have been really supportive in getting the fresh¬
men up to par with the college level, and mak¬
ing the transition a lot easier."
The softball girls also had a successful
season, proving that their fall practices during
the winter truly paid off. Throughout the season
the girls worked hard on and off the field and
according to freshman Carolyn More "the up¬
perclassmen were very welcoming to the new
players and went out of their way to help us.
We're really lucky to be so close."
Sophomore Travis Hernandez
shows his skill to Whitman and
doesn't miss an opportunity for
a hit.
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Senior Lindsay Fiijita doesn't let
the pitch from Pacific get past
her
4 4
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I love this
team be¬
cause of our
camarade¬
rie and fire. I
can always
count on my
teammates
to hustle,
play scrap¬
py, and take
pride in be¬
ing a part of
Logger Soft-
ball,
-Freshman,
Carolyn Moore
Photograph by.Andrew Shendan
Megan Watson, a junior, shows
her speed and agility as she
quickly recovers the ball and
throws It home.
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Nick Amland, a senior, jumped to
get to the ball, successfully get¬
ting it back over the net.Tennis
Q " " " J_ A v^winging into /— 5\ctionBoth the men's and women's tennis
teams started the season with many returning
players which greatly benefitted each group.
The men's team split their first outing on a trip to
Oregon, winning against Lewis and Clark (6-3)
but losing to Linfield (8-1 ). Since then they've
beaten Pacific but lost to Whitman, Whitworth,
and nationally ranked PLU .
The women's team has had a rough
opening however they did win against the Pa¬
cific Boxers (5-4). Both Ashley Dombrow and
Penny Horowitz had particularly strong games,
Dombrow against Lewis and Clark and Horowitz
against Pacific Lutheran University.
Women's Tennis Team: Ashley
Dombrow, Rochelle Hebert, Pen¬
ny Horowitz, Tanya Rogers, Katie
Schultz, Julia Simmons, Ashley
Spencer, Samantha Taylor, Alissa
Wolf, Coach Steve Bowen
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Junior Julia Simmons served it up.
Her opponent did not know what
was coming.
Tennis is my favorite
part of the day - the girls on the
team are like my second fam¬
ily and I love every minute I get
to spend with them. We have
some of the best times on our
road trips in the "Love Van" sing¬
ing, laughing and talking about
squeezing people. I especially
love our team mascot Chetina
wm— w the Flying Dragon and ourrandom "Dear Light, Please turn green" mo¬
ments. I couldn't imagine life without my
tennis girls and the great times we have on
and off the court - it's been a great season.
Ashley Dombrow 9 5
Junior Carl Larson ran to pass the
ball back,saving himself from
Photograph by:Nick Klest losing the point.
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Golf
Doth the Men's and Women's Log¬
ger Golf teams have played competitively
this season. After opening strong at the NWC
Washington Tournament both teams went on
to defeat PLU in the Pacific Lutheran Dual. The
men beat the Lutes by one shot (316-317)
while the women won with a score of 358-394.
Both the men and women placed fifth in the
NWC Fall Tournament. To open the spring sea¬
son the women took first in the Logger Invita¬
tional, held at the Fircrest Golf Club where the
teams practice, while the men took second.
At the Willamette Invitational, held March 15-
16, the women placed second while the men
took fifth. As the season continues each team
will have the opportunity to keep playing well
at a variety of events including the NWC Spring
Classic and NWC Championships.
Senior Kristine Juhola followed
through on her swing at the Log¬
ger Invitational.
.
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The women's team took a break
from the NWC Fall Classic held at
the Wildhorse Resort Golf Course
in Mission, Oregon to strike a
pose.
Megan Starr,Sarah Bicker, Cori
Fowler,Britt Flamlin, Maresa Jen¬
son, and Kristine Juhola all with
their first place medals from the
Logger Invitational.
4 4
Golf is a game
of concentra¬
tion, dedica¬
tion, hard work,
perseverance,
determination,
and a whole
lot of fun.
Being on the
team is hard
work,but we
have a lot of
fun, and the
key is to always
play in pearls.
I -Freshman, ^'Sarah Bicker
Golf 75
Sophomore Jimmy Ivory jumped
as far as he could in this
competition,
j— rom Running to Throwing, cind -E-veriftfiing in Retween...
Track and Field
rack and Field may be an individual sport,
but these UPS athletes have bonded as much
as any team has. This year's team has a
good mix of young athletes and returners,
meaning that the team has a good founda¬
tion now and for the future. This year many
of the athletes qualified early for the Confer¬
ence Championships to be held in Newberg,
Oregon in mid-April. One highlight of the
early track and field season was when sopho¬
more Caitlin McGrane set a new meet record
with the time of 15.30 in the 100 meter hur¬
dles at the Peyton Invitational. The track and
field team is already off to an amazing start.
The track and field team posed
for a group photo after a meet
against Lewis & Clark.
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Freshmen Jesse Baldridge and
Senior Trevor Hanlin concentrated
on making the water jump.
I'm really lucky
to be able to
train and be
teammates
with these girls.
They all work
extremely hard
and motivate
me everyday.
Hopefully all
our hard work
Wilson Bailey, a freshmen, at- » » # j11 off oftempted to push the limits and VVIII vJI I vJI
vault a new personal record. the conference
chompionships.
-Senior,
Kelly Higa
And he's off! Junior Darrell Stewart
zoomed away from the starting
1^1.. j#; line.
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A student takes advantage of j
one of the many trips offered
by PSO, carefully working her
way up the rock wall.
Organizations & Clubs!
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Organizations and Clubs 79
Sophomore Summer Nazer and freshman
James Luu discuss finances for clubs and
organizations during a Senate meeting.
/ c Being
in ASUPS
has
allowed
me see
how
much
power
the
students
really
have.
-Residence Hall
Senator, James
Luu
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by. Holden Sapp
President Hart Edmonson places his trust in Vice
President Matt Bonniwell.
Meet your student government: (Starting at
the top left) Eleanor Ross, Hart Edmonson,
Summer Nazer, James Luu, Liana Camps,
Matt Bonniwell, Tristan Orford, Alex Lewis, Ethan
Taylor, Sam Stookesberry, and Becca Bryant.
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Freshman Senator Alex Lewis and Resicence
House Senator Eleanor Ross take a break from
Iheir Senate meeting,
Leading
Loggers
ASUPS:
incel903 the Associated Students
of Puget Sound (better known as
! ASUPS) has worked hard to serve the
students of UPS. ASUPS consists of threebranches:
the executive, which includes President Hart Ed¬
monson and Vice President Matt Bonniwell; the
legislative, composed of the ASUPS senate:and
the judicial branch, which includes the Honor
Court. These three branches work together to
provide students with a say in how their money is
spent in ASUPS and across the University.
ASUPS provides funding to many of the clubs
andorganizations oncampus as well asorganiz¬
es various events,such as the first annual Log Jam
fireworks show and the midnight masquerade
breakfast. ASUPS truly cares about the students of
UPS and works hard to meet their needs.
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Greek System <=
This year the fraternities at UPS have
been busy with a variety of activities.
Beta Torey Holderith ran for ASUPS
president. While Sigma Nu did not
occupy their house this year they
did hold a variety of events, and will
regain use of their house in the fall of
2008. The fraternities here are all gov¬
erned by the North-Armerican Interfra¬
ternity Conference (IFC) which is run
by members chosen from each of the
different houses.
'ra-berni-bie? at UPS)
Phi Delta Theta
$
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Sigma Chi held Derby Days, their annual event to raise money for the
Make A Wish Foundation. The week of events included games that
each sorority participated in, T-shirt sales, and a date auction. An ar¬
ticle about Phi Delt entitled "Buds not Suds" was run in the Tacoma News
Tribune highlighting the fraternity's national policies on alcohol.
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Greek System • • • • • S°'r’°'r’i'tie? at UPS
The sororities at UPS are governed by the National Panhellenic Council . The members of
the local NPC board are chosen from each of the four houses on campus. NPC is involved in nu¬
merous aspects of the women's greek system including recruitment which was changed slightly
this year when Go Greek Day was held in the Rotunda.
Kappa Alpha Theta
JKM)
Pi Beta Phi
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84 Sororities
While each of the sororities is highly involved with the Panhellenic Council each group held ma¬
jor events of their own this year. Theta threw CASA Days, an event that raised money for CASA,
or Court Appointed Special Advocates. Alpha Phi held the Red Dress Gala,a benefit which has
raised over $20,000 in the last two years. Pi Phi sponsored Arrow Spike, a volleyball event to raise
money for their philanthropy and G-Phi had their annual denim sale to raise money for Campfire
USA, their national philanthropy.
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Planet Earth: The Vietnamese Gorbus (Porridge
Fence III) was the name of this dance
choreographed by Miklene, The exciting music
anduntraditional costumes in this dancemade
it exceptional.
u
RDG is so
exciting that
this year I
brought my
whole family,
including my
grandma!
5 5
-Ari Bodaghi,
Sophomore
86 RDG
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The Cirque du Soleil Modern Dance,
choreographed by Kelly Howard, was one of
the crowds favorites and earned an enormous
round of applause.
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Trinity Hutchinson, the president of RDG,
welcoming the crowd to the Fall 2007
performance.
RDG•••
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This year's fall RDG performance carried
on the long-standing tradition of exciting and
upbeat shows expected by the UPS community.
JD Robertson and Trinity Hutchinson led this
semester's RDG performance opening the night
with many thanks to the dancers for their hard
work and the audience for their support. During
the show not only were audience members
infected by the dancers' enthusiasm in Michael
Jackson's "Thriller" but they were also treated
to a truly spectacular compilation of the songs
and dances from this summer's blockbuster hit
"Hairspray." The performancetoBrittany Spears's
come-backsong"GimmeMore" was alsoahuge
hit receiving much applause.
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Say VU?Student ClubsM,Iany of the clubs on campus work to get
the word out about various issues ranging from
serious problems like AIDS and human trafficing to
local activities around UPS and Tacoma. As any¬
one who has tried tabling for a cause in the SUB
knows, ifs not always an easy task, so here's three
cheers for all the groups who are trying to make
themselves heard.
KUPS, the student run radio station, is the best way
to stay tuned in with the great music that other
UPS students are also listening to. KUPS is currently
ranked 9th in the nation for best college radio sta¬
tion according to the Princeton Review.
Members: Greg Merrell, Diana Duthie, Kayla Morrison, Eric Ander¬
son, Kathleen Perez, Nalhan Prado, Kevin Nguyen, Molly Hamilton,
Any Polansky, Dadid Hvidsten, Caitlin Boersma, Adrianne Akmajian,
Lucy Kruesel, Allison Beller
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The Sound
KUPS 90.1
Members: Holly Hartman, Emily Hearst,Nick Kiest,Nicole Marshall,
Lindsay McAuley, Gloria Treseder, Wilson Bailey,Andrew Sheridan,
Abby Kaufman,Matt Loewen, Holden Sapp.
Members: Lisa Portillo,Becca Greer, Kammi Sheeler, Alix
Carleson, Lauren Mouat
During their continual work to stop hu¬
man trafficking, the members of FIGHT
got the chance to talk to Kevin Bales,
author, abolitionist, and president of
Free the Slaves.
PhotoService*
Another great media group is Photo Services. They make sure
that productions like the Trail and Tamanawas have good
photos to use in their works.
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Members: Kim Dill-McFarland, Mark Delbrueck,Katie Breen,
Chelsea Taylor,Christine Behymer,Callie Johnson,Lan
Nguyen, Alex Llchty
The Trail is the student run newspaper,
produced weekly, established in 1910.
"HEY YOU," Trail staff, thumbs up!
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Members: Abby Kaufman,Amy Vuonge,Emily Sterling,Lindsay
McAuley, Seth Dougherty, Jessica Orr, Geoff Le Grand, Julia Bartlett
Members: John Espey,Joseph La Sac,Pat Casados,
Matthew Philbrook
Praxis Imago is a media organization that al¬
lows students make their own films and be a
part of other students films. Praxis Imago hosts
many film festivities , such as Foolish Plea¬
sures and 48-hour Film Festivities.
Amnesty International is well known for its world¬
wide letters and petitions to promote human
rights. This past school year. Amnesty Interna¬
tional participated in the Olympic Torch Rally
for Darfur, joining with other club members
outside of the UPS community.
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Common (ground
Student Clubs
emember when you used to have
free time? Yeah, us neither. Thanks to the
numerous student clubs on campus that
relate to both common hobbies and aca¬
demic interests,many students quickly find
themselves wondering where all of their time
disappears to. These clubs not only form
close networks of friends, but help to bring
new experiences to many students edch
semester.
Each year in the fall, SAACS, the chemistry club, puts
on an amazing show with loud noises and crazy
chemical reactions for the general UPS student body.
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Garden Lent
Members: Cam Nakano, Terry Scroggins, Wilson Cecil,
Sam Riggs, Ricky Roy,Dustin Damonte, Jay Boekeloo, Torey
Holderith, Francis Reynolds, Will Holden
Garden Level is a men's acapella
group founded and run by students.
Thanks to Hui O Hawaii all of UPS They are a talented group in their
Members: Matthew Kwock, Jenny lyo, Matt gets fo share Q taste Qf Hawaji( $econd on campus.
Endo, Shaun Kiriu, Alysha Kim, Jarvis Nohara,
Kelcy Higa,Shannon Hirokane, Shandra Shinno, quite literally, each Spring semester
Zena Toyama, and Jessica Solano during Luau.
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Members: Carol Serdar, Sarah Glancy, Ash-
leigh Boyd, Jo Cohen, Brit Parker, Matt Loewen,
Ben Shapiro, Zoe Futornick, Christine Chan,
Liana Cabiles, Venice Goelz, Jeff Tepper (Tep-
per Monster)
Geology is a great club for those stu¬
dents fascinated with rocks, glaciers, di¬
nosaurs, and volcanoes, This past winter,
the Geology Club travelled to Hawaii to
study volcanoes.
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In their 40th year on the UPS campus, the
Black Student Union is an open group that
promotes Black culture in the UPS community,
It also provides support and community for
Black students.
Jr
jMembers: Emanual Kahsai, Nicky Wright, LestraundraAlfred,Yusuf Word,Eleanor Ross,Antwan Williams,Eric Mercer, Drew Shannon, Jordan Thurston, Whitney
Stewart
V
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Black
AtUance
VAVA is best known for sponsoring UPS's produc¬
tion of the Vagina Monologues. The group is
devoted to ending violence against women.
Members: Laurel Alyn-Forest, Abbey Prest, Jen Baron,
Olivia Margoshes
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O matter who you are on the Univer¬
sity of Puget Sound campus, you can find
something to do on any given night of the
week besides watching The Office or reruns
of Scrubs. If you hear the call of the wild,
PSO has a trip with your name on it, and if
you prefer to stay a little closer to home try
Cr&Mcttrrenfy
Literary Magazine
Adam Restad, Greta Lindquist, Elliot Trotter, Ron Thom, Paige Reilz,
Leah Vendl, Jawanza Barial-Lumumba,
going to one of the many sporting events
supported by the UPS Pep Band,
\
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This year Crosscurrents was full to the brim with
great student works including poetry, art, and even
music. They released their Fall edition at a party in
Diversions Cafe.
Members of AKPsi are devoted to the study of
business and helping students develop the nec¬
essary skills and connections needed to excel
after graduation,
Members: Ari Milner,McKenna Krueger, Kelly
Higa, Brynn Weagraff, Sonia Ivancic, Robert Bai¬
ley, Alyse Cato, Derek Robbins, Zeb McCall, Ana
O'Neil, Nani Vishwanath, Nathan Leitner, Melanie
Lewis, Nick Amland, Kala Jones, Phil Munsterman,
Nazir Olangian
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Outdoor*
PSO serves as a great resource to campus,allowing
students who sometimes don't have the equipment
or experience to go on their own trips the opportu¬
nity to travel into the beautiful Pacific Northwest.
Members: Adam Schechter, Nathan Berkowitz, Hilary
Jacobsen, Kyla Chapman, Rachel Zaslow,Michelle Staler,
Sara Lesser
Members: Eben LaPier, Asa Scherer, Drew Rackow, Evan
Eckles,Sam Hedges,Bryce Stillman,Courtney Sutphen,Betsy
Kersey,Cara Munson, Liz McGourty, Jessica Cheever,
Eli Ritchie
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UPS Pep^d
Jewlih Student
Orpanizatlpn
JSO promotes knowledge of Judaism on
the UPS campus. They arrange cultural
events and celebrate holidays with their
fellow students.
The UPS Pep Band takes a break from sup¬
porting the Logger basketball teams, for
a quick photo. This talented group also
goes out to Baker Stadium to support
Logger Football in the fall.
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WorkUavl Pla4 J-|ard
Members: Matthew Philbrook, Gib Hanson, Eric Zimmerman,
Sean Brakken-Thal, Benjamin Shapiro, Vu Tran, Ellen George, Mia
Palomo
or many of UPS's students, sports are
a great way to use up any extra energy or
competitiveness left at the end of the day.
Sometimes these teams even get to travel out
of state to represent UPS in tournaments. Al¬
though not varsity, these athletes still work hard
Salim Team
to be the best they can at their sports. Despite blustery, wet conditions and the constant
threat of homework, the sailing team always makes
time to hit up the Sound.
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Ski Tern
After countless muddy and cold
practices on Todd Field, Mark Har-
baugh and other members of
the UPS Rugby team play a home
game,
Members: Liz Perkins, Anna Courtney,
Holden Sapp, Kaylie Rozen
Skiing is regarded as a highly competitive sport here at UPS.
This year the women's ski team finished in the top five, leading
them to the National Championships held in Maine. Holden
Sapp, a sophomore, also qualified individually for the
Championships.
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Although a more recent addition to the UPS campus
than the men's team,Women's Ultimate Frisbee has
done well for itself. The team has fought its way to being
unexpectedly hard to beat,
Members: Christina Wu,Dana Maijala, Julia Jacobi, Megan Ostermick,
Erin Griffiths, Abby Phillips, Justine Smith, Kali Joseph, Missy Neville, Rox¬
anne Myslewski, Leigh Barrick, Katie Atkinson, Carly McLure, Jessica Frank,
Katie Willcockson
Wme* '* utrafefriths
Men's Ultimate Frisbee is a popular sport around
campus, Even students that don't join the Ultimate
team can be found out on Todd Field throwing a
disk around.
Kayaking club is a UPS group that goes on trips
throughout the year, similar to PSO, but these stu¬
dents prefer water over solid ground. Ladies, please
take note that the Kayak Club offers a Ladies Night
every Thursday.
Photographby: Julia Jacobi
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Members: Tyler Weaver,
Colin Taggart, Spencer
Wadmizak, Alex Paavue,
Sean Lindsay, Adam
Lerman, Dylan Gitlin,Phil
Hughes, Kip Carleton, Elliot
Trotter, Bruce Hart, Cead
Nardie-Wamer, Will Sharp,
Christian Brink, Micah
Stanovsky, Ricky Roy, Dusty
Damonte, Charlie Martin,
Eric Laybourn, Spencer Wu
Members: Logan Sibbet,
Dustin Damonte, Sam
Antoine,Morgan, Nat
Seid, Katelyn Stearns, Chris
Totten, Jessica Frank, Jerry
Clay Ross, Meggie Tuthill,
Kim Greene, Michael
Gordon
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Wanderlust...
G^et out of dodge,hit the road, ride off into the sunset...these are
ie phrases omize the op wanderlust. |\jow sit backteelin^
and take at look at tow these | oggers put their words into actio
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Garter Williams, Jamie Hudson, Kawika Huston,
^hleigh Boyd, Jdck Dawson, Liz Perkins, Jessi¬ca Harris, Dustin Damonte, Christine Chan, anc
Janice Jenson all on a class field trip to Arches
Motional Park.
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Jo Cohen, Bnt Parker, Zoe
Futornick, and Matt Lowen at
the Halemaumau Crater in
the Hawaii Volcano Observa¬
tory,
Corey Sample, Alyssa Mc-
Tigue, and Jill Eikenhorst all
pause to take a picture on a
PSO snowshoeing trip.
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Wanderlust 97
The Grand Cinema offered some of the best
artistic and independent films to students who
wanted something more than the latest hits.
Clapf. by: Will McL
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S griiiggRegarded as one of the hottest restaurants,
Farrelli's Pizza is just three blocks from campus,
offering delicious alternatives to SUB dining.
98 Local Wanderings
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AndreiKozlov,Christopher Sande,Jesse Browne,
and Isabel Chirinos stopped by one of their
favorite hang-outs. Silk Thai Cafe, just a few
blocks from campus for a taste of Thai.
Local Wanderings
most Loggers found themselves occasion¬
ally with a pressing need to leave campus and
explore greater Tacoma. They ventured through
Tacoma and Seattle, which offered a nearly
unlimited variety of restaurants, hang-outs, and
parks, From bowling alleys, mini-golfing, and the
ever-vital Target, outings with roommates to the
beautiful city of Seattle and REI,and trips with
Puget Sound Outdoors to Point Defiance,when
the need to get off campus called, Loggers knew
exactly where the best spots were to fulfill their
wanderlust. Freshman Emma Byers described
it as, "It's great to live in a city like Tacoma,be¬
cause of places like the Met, you're right on the
Sound, and I can go to Point D. It's fantastic get¬
ting off campus and experiencing local sites - it
adds to the University experience."
A group of Geology 101 students went on a
trip to visit Point Defiance,a popular site for
tourists and UPS students. Point Defiance of¬
fers beautiful forests,beaches, and a zoo.
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Global Wanderings
i^jovoad,~|~rip?,and X/dCdtion?
Q
Wv tudying abroad plays a major role at UPS,
ensuring that many students go abroad for one
semester, if not both, of their junior year. For those
who can't get away then, summer programs often
make good options. Then, there's the just plain fun
of traveling for the heck of it, whether it be to Seattle
or all the way around the globe, in search of every¬
thing from good shopping to family roots.
Jen Salzberg and Elana Kiesler pose for a
photo in Jaffa while on their trip to Israel. Tel
Aviv is pictured in the background. photograph by? Atyssa Ntkaido
Photographby: Jen Salzberg
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Photographby: Alex Raposo
Anna Baudouin, Christine Chan, Claire
Buetow,and Emily Herr play in front of the
fountain in the Seattle, WA shopping district.
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Emily Kahler peeks out of a telephone
booth during her study abroad trip to Eng¬
land. She spent the summer working on an
archeology dig.#
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Heather Kliment, Emma Donohew,Kate
Wesche, and Alex Raposo visit Santorini
Island Greece.
'anderings 101
Wanderings _
Continued m
After seeing the amazing photos taken by Matt
Loewen on the Geology Club's trip to Hawaii we
couldn't resist showing them to everyone. Enjoy!
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We would like to take a moment to thank all of those individuals that made it possible to create the yearbook.Without the support of President Hart Edmonson, Vice President Matt Bonniwell, and all of those involved withASUPS, we would not have been able to produce a yearbook. Hart and Matt, you have both been strong believ¬ers in us, and we thdnk you for your enthusiasm. We would dlso like to extend our gratitude to all of the facultymembers, staff, resident assistants, and resident directors for your patience and willingness to work with our tightdeadlines. To Diane McGregor: you got us going, without you we wouldn't have been able to complete, yetalone start on the book. To Chris Warman, our fantastic Walsworth Rep, you have been amazing and we wouldlike to thank you have being such a wonderful "life-line". To Annamarie Ausnes, you have been our "go-to" per¬son, whenever we had a problem or question, you took care of us. To Marta Palmqulst Cady: from the start youhave had so much faith in us, and we are indebted to you for all of your kindness. You have always been readyto try and help us out. To Claire McGuire and Emmett Stanton: you have been a great source of "outsider" inputand support. We have enjoyed media meetings with both of you. Erin Dees, even though you don't attend UPS,a huge thanks for getting us started. We deeply appreciate all of the wonderful wisdom and enthusiasm that youhave passed on to us.
To all of the Media Heads, a special thanks. We survived the yedr, and could not have done it without allof you. All of you are amazing! Congratulations to all of the Media seniors, even though you won't need it, wewish you all luck. Photo Services staff: we are indebtedness to all of you; we could not have made a yearbookwithout your photos. To Nick Keist: thank you for helping us and for coming up with the Ron Thom cut-out. It wasamazing! To Paul Wicks: thank you for coming to our rescue on multiple occasions, you have helped us out in somany ways. And last, but not least of all, we want to send a hearly thanks and congratulations to our staff . Wedid it! We know that there have been some stressful times, but you have all pulled through. This book is yours; wehave enjoyed working with all of you. A toast to our fantastic staff: Kelsie Hermens, Julia Jacobi, and Sara Sloyer!To Ari Bodaghi: you are one rocking business woman! Thanks for "rolling in the dough" for us. To our amazingfriends, thanks for keeping us in line and dealing with us during our times of chaos. We love you all dearly!
To the Class of 2008, we dedicate the yearbook to all of you. Good luck with all that you do and never forget:
ONCE A LOGGER, ALWAYS A LOGGER.
We hope you have all enjoyed the yearbook!
Cheers,
Maren Stockhoff & Christine Chan
Editors-in-Chief
Hey Seniors!!
Congratulations to our seniors,
Katie, Adrienne, Jenny,& Lauren
!i.1wAJ±r
Moira,
We are so proud of you!
Georgina,
’
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We know you will be great at
whatever you choose to do!
Love,Dad,Mom,& Bryan
Robert Hildebrand
Congratulations!
m
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You've stayed in the saddle and fin¬
ished the ride! And now the whole
family is bursting with pride!
Love Always,
Mom & Dad
Kelly Higa
Congratulations!
Your enthusiasm for life brightens up
every day. We are so proud of you!
Love you always,
Mom,Dad,& Bryan
iP
We are so proud of you!
Love,Mom, Dad,& Deven
Scott Lelli Morgan HarterThere are
only two
ways to live
your life. One
is as though
nothing is a
miracle. The
other is as if
w
ill 75
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Cheers to your beautiful spirit
and amazing strength!
Love,Mom and Dad
Congratulations,Franny!
(You went, girl!)
1
i
Love,Mom,Dad,Josie,& Whit
Best Wishes For
a Great Future
Eddie Behringer
91
[Jar Eddie, ^ m»u have rr(ade some spectacular plays in you*fjotball career at UPS-like this leaping catch at^Western Oregon University. We are even more
proud of the intelligent scholar and caring
human beinfthat you have becom^ May hap¬
piness and success follpw you on ^fl|e pathsthat yo^pnight travel. ^ H
Love, Mom & Dad
Clayton Weller
Go for it
Live your
dreams.
Sarah Strandjord
Sarah,
We're glad that
you learned to
love school and
made it to the
top!
w «?. -
Sarah oPMt. Elinor:
l/l/e ore so
proud of you!-
\
Love,
> Mom,Dad,
& Courtney
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Diana Duthie
Believe in your dreams:
those who reach,touch stars.
0 i
We are so proud of you!
Hugs and Kisses,
Maddy,Mom,and Dad
Cat
Fish
b
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Derek,
Congratulations on new heights around the
globe!! Both personally and academically.
Congratulations, Cat,
on your graduation!
We are proud of your many
achievements, but even more |
of the exceptional woman that
you are. You've had a wonder-1
ful experience at UPS, and we T
wish you every happiness as
you step in to a bright future.
With much love,
Mom, Dad, & Annie
Heather,
?rever your life's journey may take you, we
it you to remember-
Once a Colorado girl,
always a Colorado girl!
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We are so proud of you!
Love, Mom & Dad
tfe hi
So much awaits you as you
continue your journey.
Love,Mom & Dad
Whitney Hanlon
From Barbie Tea to
Bachelor's Degree...
nary talents. MTSOTTH
Love,
Mom
and
Dad
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VCongratulations,
Natalie!|
You are awesome!
We are so proud of you.
We have so many
adventures yet to
share...
Love, Mom,
Dad,& Mike
i
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Mckenna,
We are so proud
your capabilities,|
achievements, and W
the core essence *
Congratulations
Justin!
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Go get 'em,Tiger!
Love,Mom & Emilie
that makes up you.I •
Love with all our heart,
Mom & Dad
"To accomplish great things, we must not
only act,but also dream;not only plan,but
also believe." (Anatole France)
Corinne Fowlerr^f\
curnm'n9S
Dearest Kristin, Time to paddle out...
, ... Congratulations on your Nick, we are so proud of your
jf many accomplishments, accomplishments and know
we are so very proud , £ ,, of you. onward to new yOUWlH be SUCCeSsfu
" challenges and the real-
ization of your dreams. mmm
a*
Millicent,
Hurrahs from your family!
k
Be happy,have fun and catch some waves.
Love, Dad,Mom and Erin
Congratulations Ian!
What a great
journey you've
had the past
four years.
Here's to the
next chapter.
We love you and are so proud of
the young woman that you have
become-strong, determined, and
smart. Now take your place in the
world,effecting a positive change
with your own special way.
Love, Dad, Mama, Bellos, and Gregori
-With Love,
Mom,Dad,& Caitlin
iM
Congratulations
to our
Emily Kamakia Turnbull ft
H1NSHAW S
We are so proud of you, and
we love you so much Bug! ACIRA1-5 in Fife
Mom, Jess, Dad, | . HONDAd the Whole Family 0^^ In Auburn
AUTO BODY
The Journey is the ^y|Destination" w w w.h i n s h a w s.c o m
CongratulationsSchool of Natural Therapeutics
1 Healing Arts School for Massage Licensure & Spa Certification
Call today to schedule a massage
or a career consultation! to the Class of
4026 Pacific Avenue,Tacoma
(253) 473.1142'
www.alexandarmassageschool.com
Massage Clinic Open
7 Days a Week,9:00am-7:30pm *South Tacoma Auto
Tacoma's Longest Established
Massage School, since 1979
www.southtacomaauto.com
(253)473.5979
Congratulations Leila!
f
I'm remember¬
ing your first day
of kindergarten
on your college
graduation day.
i
t
i
Much love from your Mom
Peder Knudson
"Life is a succession of lessons, which
must be lived to be understood
We are proud of all ofyour accomplishments,
largeand small. Most ofall, weare proud ofyo
sensitivity, thoughtfulness, tenacity,and sense <
humor,all qualities that will serveyou well.
We love you, little Woodchuck
Mom, Dad, and Molly
RYAN
jgr
Congratulations on
your achievement!
Love, Mom & Dad
A new adventure is
waiting for you!
Love, Dad,Mom, Lynne, & Cod
Ad;>m Larsi.
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Sara Wilbur
Kelsey Wilburn
LaeiWilcox
Kathryn Willcocksou
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Carter Williams
Douglas Williams
Kavin Williams
Kristin Williams
Lauren Williams
Thomas Williams
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Jeff Willoughby
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Kira Wilpone- Jordan
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James Wilson
Jerome Wilson
Kathleen Wilson
Neva Wilson
Nicoie Wilson
Sarah Wilson
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Nicole Winkley
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Leah Winslow
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Laura Wisdom
Kelsey Wiseman
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Devon Wohl
A'issa Wolf
Andrew Wolf
David Wolf
F.lise Wolf
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Nicole Wright
Shannon Wright
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Christina Wu
Dana Wu
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Kelly Wyman
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Daryl Wythe
Andrew Yeh
Jennifer Yeitke
Peter yj
Tony Yi
Brian Young
David Young
Jesse Young
Jodie Young
Martin Young
Mary Lynn Young
Walid Zafar
Jack Zaharchuk
Steven Zane
Aiexa Zappas
Rachel Zasiow
Annie Zavidow
Kelly Zeiler
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